
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF MEXICO CITY 
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On January 29th of 2016, Mexico’s official journal published a decree of Political Reform in virtue of 
which Mexico City finally became another state of the Mexican Republic. 

As a consequence of the reform, Mexico City shall have its own local Constitution which will be 
elaborated by the Constituent Assembly elected this past June 5th of the current year. For that 
purpose, one hundred constituents shall be entrusted with the design of the new constitution, and 
will have to ensure that it adopts a republican, representative, democratic and secular government; 
observing at all times that the norms and principles contained in the Federal Constitution are 
respected. 

In such terms, the objective of the reform and the constituent process of Mexico City seeks to ensure 
its full autonomy in every aspect concerning its internal regime and its political and administrative 
organization, notwithstanding that it continues to be the headquarters of the Federal Powers and the 
capital of the United Mexican States. Concerning the definition of its territory, Mexico City will 
continue comprising the territorial limits previously known as delegations, however, these territorial 
limits shall have a new local government denominated “Mayoralties”. The Local Legislative Assembly 
in turn shall approve the budget of the Mayoralties, which will spend it in an autonomous manner in 
the terms specified in the Political Constitution of Mexico City. 

Furthermore, it will correspond exclusively to the Head of Government of Mexico City to elaborate 
the Project of the constitution, which shall be later discussed and, where it proceeds, modified, 
amended and voted by the Constituent Assembly. The Head of Government shall deliver the 
Constitution project to the Constituent Assembly by the day of its inaugural session at the latest. In 
addition, in order to fulfil its functions, the Constituent Assembly of Mexico City shall create at least 
three commissions for the discussion and approval of the acts related to the Constitution project. 

Once the Constitution of Mexico City is approved and promulgated, the Legislative Assembly of the 
Federal District shall issue the respective laws needed for the organization, operation and 
determination of faculties of the Legislative, Executive and Judicial bodies. Such laws will become 
effective as soon as the Constitution of Mexico City becomes effective. Also, the new norms issued by 
the Legislative Assembly of the Federal District related to the election of the local powers of Mexico 
City will enter in force for the constitutional election of 2018. 
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